


Beautifully British Design

Every component, every curve, every detail.

iCandy prams are designed in the UK to ensure absolute perfection and unrivalled style.
When you choose an iCandy, you’re not just buying a pram – you’re guaranteeing the utmost 
in quality, safety and functionality for your child and your family. It’s taken many years of 
advanced development and relentless testing for us to get to where we are today.

But it’s not just the engineering that matters. It’s the way an iCandy makes you feel. From the 
very first push you’ll know the difference, and it doesn’t all come from world-class engineering. 
A lot of it comes from our passion. We’re a family business and our business is families. Run 
by Bradley and Warren Appel and started by their Grandfather Charles in 1933, a journey 
that has made a big impression on the nursery industry and has seen iCandy gain a fashion 
conscious fan base across the world.

This attention to detail, this dedication to creating the perfect pram, it’s what drives us. We’re 
proud of our heritage and our achievements, but we’re even more proud that we’ve been able 
to help parents give their child the very best start in life. Our prams are a celebration of the 
beauty of life, and the journey of love and joy that a baby brings.

That journey starts right here.
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The world’s definitive, luxury single to double pram, designed to fit perfectly around you and 
your baby. Tailored to perfection, the iCandy Peach is the choice of parents who demand 
cutting edge design and style that lasts. Famous for its one handed fold, the Peach can easily 

convert into a double pram with the use of innovative adaptors and other accessories.

PEACH  7



BABIES FIRST JOURNEY

When to use a car seat
If you have your baby in hospital or a birth 
centre, you will need a car seat to drive your 
newborn home safely. The new Peach is a 
fully integrated travel system, allowing your 
baby’s first journey to be a comfortable and 
moreover, a safe and secure one.

• Car seat adaptors allow you to add an  
 infant carrier car seat to the frame.
• Go straight from car to pram without  
 disturbing your child.
• The main car seat adaptors are included  
 with the iCandy Peach.

Why use a carrycot?
Newborns need to lay flat until they are able 
to support the weight of their own head, 
roughly around the age of 6 months. The 
safest way to ensure a safe lay flat position is 
to transport your baby in a carrycot.

• A carrycot will aid spinal development,  
 allowing your baby’s airways to open fully.
• Attaching your car seat to your pram  
 is convenient for a short period of time,  
 but if you are out for over 2 hours your  
 baby should be lying flat in a carrycot.

When to use a Seat Unit?
Once your baby can hold the weight of its 
own head (approximately at 6 months) they 
are ready to explore the world with greater 
visibility and interaction. This is the time 
to introduce the seat unit to your growing, 
inquisitive child.

• Seat Unit holds a class leading 25kg
• A longer and deeper sitting space provides
 greater protection and caters for babies of  
 all sizes and weights
• Luxury quilted fabric plus an easy slide 
 ‘POP UP’ harness, ensures your baby is  
 always protected & comfortable.





OVERSIZED CARRYCOT

• Large and deep accommodating
 a baby from birth to 9kg

• Luxury soft-touch fleece lining

• Colour-matched to your Peach, with  
 added comfort for baby through quilted  
 fabric and spacious construction

• Innovative ‘zip in, zip out’ design   
 enables you to switch from carrycot to
 seat unit fabrics, using the same frame,  
 saving valuable storage space

• Due to iCandy’s innovative elevators you  
 can raise the carrycot to a higher position,  
 aiding further interaction with baby

NEW LONGER SEAT UNIT

• Seat Unit holds a class leading 25kg

• One-hand seat recliner with four recline  
 positions

• Choice of parent or world facing seat unit

• Adjustable foot rest for ultimate comfort

• iCandy’s signature one-touch, five-point  
 buckle

• A longer and deeper sitting space   
 providing greater protection & comfort
 for your baby as they grow

• Seat unit easily adapts to the growth of  
 your baby

• Luxury quilted fabric and easy slide
 ‘POP UP” harness ensure your baby is  
 always secure & comfortable



PRODUCT FEATURES

Elevator Adaptors
iCandy have created unique elevators 
that allow the single seat or carrycot to be 
positioned higher and closer, providing 
further interaction between the parent and 
young child. The elevators can also be used 
in world-facing mode to bring the child 
closer to the table when out and about in 
restaurants, cafés or even at home.
* 15kg seat unit limit on adaptors

Carry Strap (1)
The adjustable carry strap considerably enhances 
functionality. It allows you to carry the chassis 
over your shoulder, freeing up both hands.

Larger Seat unit (2)
New longer seat unit with Head-Hugger and 
easy slide ‘POP UP’ harness technology to 
accommodate up to 25kg in single mode.

Clever canopy (3)
An extendable SPF50 hood with fold out sun 
visor and Aeromesh ventilation panel ensure 
comfort and protection.

Removable seat pocket (4)
Ingenious ‘PIP ZIP’ bag. Perfect to keep 
those important valuables safe.

Carrycot
Oversized carrycot with a luxury fleece lining

Extra large 44 litre basket
Holds up to 10kg in weight.

Car seat
Converts to a full travel system with car seat 
adaptors.

One-hand compact fold with auto-lock
Effortless to push and fold, with an automatic 
lock. Free standing chassis ensures super easy 
pickup and store.

Softer suspension
The smoothest ride for your baby whether 
off roading in the park or negotiating uneven 
urban curbs.
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The iCandy Peach has firmly established 
itself as both a style and technical icon and 
is a pram that is loved and trusted by parents 
around the world.

The Peach Core Range is available in 3 
distinctive colour options to suit your own 
individual style. The soft smooth touch 
twill fabrics in Ivy & Truffle are designed to 
perfectly match the hand-polished Phantom 
Grey chassis. 

The Black twill fabric is matched to its own 
matt black frame for that classic monotone 
look.

Combined with classic leatherette detailing 
on both handlebar and bumper bar, the 
luxury jersey fabrics provide an unsurpassed 
level of luxury for you and your baby.

MY ICANDY - CORE RANGE

MY ICANDY - STYLE COLLECTION

Luxury jersey fabric in an earthy Ivy green

Luxury jersey fabric in a light biscuit

Luxury jersey fabric in two-tone Grey

Luxury jersey fabric in soft Tawny tones

Luxury jersey fabric in Classic Black

Ivy

BISCOTTI

Truffle

COCO

Black

Luxurious and sophisticated, the Biscotti 
is an on-trend, elegant new colourway, 
complemented by a carefully curated new 
stylish blonde chassis.

With a shimmering espresso brown chassis 
paired with ultra soft tawny fabrics, the Coco 
has a chic look for parents who value both 
timeless style and exceptional functionality.





• Longest seat in its class with a 25kg capacity

• Integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD for your older toddler

• Suitable from birth using the oversized carrycot

• Converts from single to double pram (converter required)

• Second seat in double mode is the same size as the large main seat

• Converts to a full travel system with included car seat adaptors (car capsule sold seperately)

• NEW easy slide ‘POP UP’ harness system

• Spacious 44 litre basket to hold up to 10kg in weight

• Compact, free standing, one-handed fold

• Carry strap helps parents carry the pram with ease when required

• Auto chassis lock

• One-handed seat recline with four positions

• Carrycot with luxury fleece lining

• Adjustable, multi function SPF 50 canopy, with mesh ventilation window

• Puncture proof, ultra smooth-rolling PU tyres

• Elevators increase seat unit height to aid interaction with baby

• Leatherette handlebar, with matching leatherette swivel bumper bar

• Adjustable calf rest for ultimate comfort

• Parent and world facing seat options

• Ingenious removable ‘PIP ZIP’ bag for those important valuables

• Choice of 3 colourways to suit your own personal style

• 4 adjustable handlebar heights

• Complies with AS/NZS2088:2000, 2103 and CPN No.8, 2007

THE PEACH IN DETAIL

What’s in the single package?

Chassis with integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD, 
carrycot fabric, seat unit fabric,
carrycot / seat unit frame, canopy,
carrycot apron, liner and mattress,
shopping basket, harness, rain-cover,
elevators, car seat adaptors, 5 Year Warranty

WEIGHT
9.0 kg Maximum liftable weight
12.9kg (Chassis, wheels and seat) 
9.0kg (chassis & wheels)
3.9kg (seat unit)

DIMENSIONS

Free standing Fold
70cm x 61cm x 29cm

70cm x 61cm x 95cm
Unfolded



Car capsule compatible*

Elevators bring seat unit to table height

2 seats world facing*

Double with Seat and car capsule*

Twin carrycots*
*Additional components are
 required for these configurations

Oversized Carrycot

Parent facing seat

2 seats parent facing*

Double with Seat and carrycot*

Interactive parent facing seating*

World facing seat

Elevators bring seat unit higher

Twin car capsules*

Double with Seat and carrycot*

Interactive world facing seating*



The world famous iCandy Peach is a multi - 
functional single to double pram.
Not only a style icon complemented with 
incredible functionality, it can also carry two 
children on the one frame within a single 
pram footprint. This eliminates the potential 
expense of purchasing an additional pram 
should a second baby follow in relatively 
quick succession. The majority of first time 
parents purchase the Peach as a single, with 
the added peace of mind that it can scale 
into a double pram. Upgrading to a double 
pram couldn’t be any easier. Parents simply 
need to purchase a converter, and in seconds 
the Peach transforms into a double pram with 
seat and carrycot.

The Converter (1 & 2)
The ingenious converter adaptors can be 
attached to the frame of the pram in just a 
few clicks. Also included in the converter is 
a second frame, canopy and bumper bar so 
that you can use your existing carrycot fabric in 
double mode when your second child comes 
along.

Seat fabric or Carrycot Fabric (3)
If required, a seat fabric can be purchased 
seperately so that you can convert your existing 
carrycot to a second seat when your younger 
child grows out of the carrycot. A carrycot 
fabric can be purchased to allow you to have 
2 carrycots for twins.

Elevators (4)
The iCandy elevators are included with your 
Peach pram and allow for a more intimate 
connection with your newborn by lifting them 
up higher and closer to parent. They can 
also be used in forward mode so that your 
child is at table height.

15kg Max weight limit on elevators.

DOUBLE MODE
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Double configuration requires purchase
of converter and if required, a second seat fabric.





The Ride-on Board for the Peach is a great 
in-built solution for a family with a new baby 
and a toddler who is walking but still needs 
help when they’re tired. The Peach Ride-on 
Board can hold up to 20KG and provides an 
anti-slip platform upon which a young child 
can stand securely and safely within the 
handle bar space.

RIDE-ON TODDLER BOARD



PEACH CONVERTER
The iCandy Peach is a single to double pram which 
means that parents have the option to convert to 
a double stroller. The converter includes adaptors 
that can be attached to the chassis of the pram in 
just a couple of clicks. A second frame, canopy, 
bumper and rain-cover are also included.

SECOND SEAT FABRIC
The second seat fabric allows you to convert  your 
existing carrycot into a second seat for tandem 
use. Please note you will first need to purchase 
the Peach converter separately when upgrading 
your iCandy Peach into a double pram.

SECOND CARRYCOT FABRIC  The second carrycot 
fabric allows you to convert  your existing seat into 
a second carrycot for twin use. Please note you will 
first need to purchase the iCandy Peach converter 
separately when upgrading your iCandy Peach 
into a double pram.

LOWER CAR CAPSULE ADAPTORS  These adaptors 
allow you to add a car capsule to your pram when 
set up in double mode.

FOOTMUFF  The innovative iCandy Footmuff is an 
all-in-one seat liner and footmuff. The seat liner 
is fully reversible, boasting a soft touch fleece 
on one side and a cooler textured fabric on the 
other. During the colder months, an apron can be 
attached to the seat liner to create the footmuff.

LUXURY SEAT LINER
Designed to protect your luxury pram from spills 
and general wear and tear. Our liners provide an 
extra soft cushion so your little one can ride in 
comfort as well as style!  Black only.

RUCKSACK CHANGE BAG
Unisex in style, the iCandy Peach rucksack 
changing bag is an optional accessory that comes 
complete with a changing mat, branded wipe 
clean liner and bottle tote. It comes complete with 
bag hooks to attach to your iCandy Peach.

CUP HOLDER
The iCandy Cup Holder + Clamp allows you to 
attach the super useful drink holder to the Chassis 
of your iCandy pram.

SUN COVER
The iCandy Screen features a maximum rated 
UPF 50+ fabric, which effectively blocks up to 
99% of harmful UV rays. Mesh is anti-glare and 
surrounding fabrics offer UPF50+.

ACCESSORIES



• Special Edition ‘Obsidian’ Frame & fabrics

• Integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD for toddler
• Suitable from birth up to 25kgs
• Large Carrycot luxury flece lining
• Luxury Rucksack
• Matching Footmuff
• Lockable front & quick release rear wheels
• All round suspension for a smooth ride
• Converts from single to double pram  
 (converter required)
• Elevators allow seat & carrycot to be higher
• One touch 5 point safety harness
• 4 position adjustable handle height

Cerium redefines each core element of the Peach Pram and delivers a travel system 
unprecedented in both style and functionality. Sharing the same functionality as the existing 

Peach, it is the first single to double Designer Collection pram.
The iCandy Designer Collection Cerium, Bespoke luxury with no limits.

• Leatherette handle & bumper
• Free standing folded chassis
• Adjustable leg rest 
• One hand seat recline
• Auto-fold lock

What’s in the Package ?

Chassis
Carrycot fabrics
Large seat unit

Footmuff
Matching Rucksack
Elevators

Car Capsule adaptors
Rain cover
5 year warranty





The iCandy Orange is the ultimate companion when it comes to parenthood and the 
beautiful, multi-functional pram is ready for the adventure, every step of the way. 
Functionality modifications, softer suspension and an optimised tyre tread enhance day 
to day life as well as comfort for both parent and child. These adaptations don’t come 
at the expense of style, with the iCandy Orange exuding a sophisticated and refined 
aesthetic, achieved through modern premium padded fabrics, available in a range of 
stylish shades. An ingenious integrated Ride-on Board, lightweight and streamlined 
chassis, super spacious basket, as well as a changing bag and Duo Pod included, mean 
the iCandy Orange is ready from the get-go, making it the ultimate choice for first-time 
parents.

ORANGE





Light Slate Marl

Mist Blue Marl

What’s in the package?
Chassis with ‘RIDE-ON BOARD’, Seat unit,
Carrycot fabric, Canopy, Carrycot apron, liner and 
mattress, Luxury leatherette bumper bar, Rain 
Cover, Elevators, Upper car capsule adaptors, 
Matching Luxury Footmuff and Mothers Bag, 
Instruction Manual, 5 year warranty.

WEIGHT: 9.2 kg Maximum liftable weight
  12.1kg (Chassis, wheels & seat)
  9.4kg (Chassis & wheels)
  2.9kg (seat unit), 4.0kg (carrycot)

• Available in 2 colourways: Mist Blue Marl,
 Light Slate Marl
• Matching change bag & Footmuff included!
• Suitable from birth (with carrycot) up to 25kg
• Spacious Carrycot with luxury fleece lining
• Converts from a single to double pram
 (converter required)
• Converts to full travel system with included  
 car seat adaptors
• Integrated Ride-on Board
• One-handed seat recline with three positions
• Cinema seating
• 30 different configurations from single to  
 double mode
• Free standing fold
• Folds with seat unit & bumper bar still   
 attached (single mode)
• Parent and world facing modes
• Adjustable, multi-function SPF50+
 canopy with mesh ventilation
• Soft suspension to make light work of kerbs
• Optimised tyre tread for off-road exploring
• Adjustable handlebar heights
• Huge 64l capacity easy access basket
• 5 year warranty
• Complies with AS/NZS2088:2000, 2103  
 and CPN No.8, 2007

THE ORANGE BUNDLE IN DETAIL

DIMENSIONS: All-In-One Fold - 85 x 61 x 30
 Unfolded - 72 x 61 x 98-110





Seat Unit

Carrycot

Elevators

Adjustable handlebar
98cm - 110cm

Extendable & Vented 
SPF 50 canopy

One handed, 3 position
recline in parent or
world facing mode

Identical seat size in 
double mode

As a from birth travel system the Orange has 
been designed to put the safety and comfort 
of your baby first. The Orange carrycot 
which is included, is one of the largest in its 
class. The base has raised feet which aid 
air circulation, and when paired with the 
Elevator Adaptors allows greater interaction 
with your baby, helping with development.

iCandy have created unique elevators 
that allow the single seat or carrycot to be 
positioned higher and closer, providing 
enhanced interaction between the parent 
and child. Understanding the needs of the 
modern day parent, the elevators can also 
be used in world-facing mode to bring the 
child closer to the table for when out and 
about in restaurants, cafes or even at home. 
(included with Single Pram)



Accessories

Converter  As your family grows so can your 
pram with the Orange converter. Simply 
attach the adaptor clips to your Orange 
chassis to create a double pram using your 
seat unit and carrycot together. If you require 
a second seat or carrycot simply purchase 
these items seperately. With the use of all 
components the innovative converter allows 
for 30 different configurations. The Orange 
can be folded with adaptors in place making 
it easier for you to use.
The adaptor clips are available seperately for 
those that only require a seat + car capsule 
solution (lower capsule adaptors purchased 
seperately )and will never require a second 
seat or carrycot.

Second Seat Fabric
You have the
option of adding
an additional
seat unit fabric
if you want to use
2 seat units. This
second seat fabric is 
identical in size to your 
first seat to ensure the 
highest level of comfort 
for both children.

Second Carrycot Fabric  Having twins? You 
have the option of adding an additional 
carrycot fabric if you want to use 2 carrycots.

Car capsule adaptors - Upper & Lower
Upper car seat adaptors allow you to add a car 
capsule to your single pram and are included 
with your Orange. Lower car seat adaptors 
(purchased seperately) allow you to add a car 
capsule to the lower position of your double 
pram.

Upper Adaptors Lower Adaptors

Cup holder and Clamp  Attaches to the chassis 
for beverages. Ensure you
match your clamp with
your pram as clamps
are specific to each model.

Screen Suncover  The iCandy Screen 
features a maximum rated SPF 50+ fabric, 
which effectively blocks 
up to 99% of harmful UV 
rays, covering the child’s 
head, neck, shoulders 
and legs. The Screen is 
a universal fit and can 
be used on the majority 
of pram brands.



Single Configurations
The following configurations do not require any other adaptors.  Elevators and Upper Maxi Cosi adaptors are included with your single pram.

World facing seat

Carrycot Parent facing Carrycot
+ elevators

Car capsule Car capsule + elevators
A second child can use the 
integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD

Carrycot + elevators.
A second child can use the 
integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD

World facing seat
+ elevators

Parent facing seat Parent facing seat
+ elevators

Parent facing seat + elevators. 
A second child can use the 
integrated RIDE-ON-BOARD



Double Configurations

Twin Configurations

The following configurations require the converter and a second seat fabric.  Elevators are included with your single pram.

World and parent facing 
seats

Parent facing
cinema seating

World facing
cinema seating (b)

Parent facing seats World facing
cinema seating (a)

World facing seats

This configuration requires the converter adaptors only & lower car capsule adaptors
This package is only suitable for those that will never require a second seat or carrycot.
Elevators are included with your single pram.

These ‘TWIN’ carrycot configurations require the converter and a 
second carrycot fabric

Elevators are included with your single pram. 

This configuration requires the converter and lower car capsule 
adaptors
Elevators & upper car capsule adaptors are included with your single pram. 

World facing seat and parent 
facing car capsule on lower
car capsule adaptors

Parent and world facing carrycots Parent facing carrycots Parent facing car capsules  

Double Configurations
The following configurations require the converter.    Elevators and upper car capsule adaptors are included with your single pram. 

World facing seat and parent 
facing carrycot on risers

World facing seat and 
parent facing carrycot

Parent facing seat and 
parent facing carrycot

World facing seat and
world facing carrycot

World facing seat and
world facing carrycot on 
risers

Parent facing seat and
world facing carrycot

Parent facing car capsule 
and world facing carrycot

Parent facing car capsule 
and parent facing carrycot
on risers

Parent facing car capsule 
and world facing carrycot
on risers

Parent facing car capsule 
parent facing carrycot





We’ve made 381 decisions…so you only have to make 1.
iCandy prams are meticulously designed and painstakingly tested to ensure that every single 
component is engineered to perfection. Our new Lime is the latest example of this. Every 
single one of the 381 individual components has been carefully considered and designed to 

ensure the utmost in functionality and quality.

LIME



We’ve taken our knowledge and expertise and 
condensed it into this all-new, multi-function, 
compact-fold travel system that takes your 
baby from birth to 25kgs and has the added 
benefit of an integrated ride-on board. 

The Lime features a first from iCandy – a new 
fold system we’ve called Total-Fold. This means 
the Lime folds quickly and easily with the seat 
unit and bumper bar still attached, resulting 
in one of the fastest and most compact folds 
available. As a complete travel system, the 
Lime takes functionality to the next level. With 
car seat adaptors included you can attach 
your compatible car seat or use the spacious 
newborn carrycot.

The lightweight aluminium frame provides the 
smoothest push imaginable. Our trademark 
Elevator Adaptors are included in the Lime 
package and allow you to raise the height of 
the carrycot and seat unit. With the carrycot 
in place the Elevator Adaptors bring baby 
closer to you in order to increase interaction 
and development and also reduce bending for 
parents. When used with the seat unit, Elevator 
Adaptors also allow the pram to be used in 
world-facing mode, allowing your child to join 
in with meal times when out and about if a high 
chair is not available.

Seamless functionality and every day usability 
were our number 1 priority when designing 
the Lime. The spacious, easy to access basket 
holds up to 10kg and the adjustable leatherette 
handlebar always ensures the perfect position 
for a comfortable push. Reclining and removing 
the seat is a one-handed operation and a one-
touch, easy to adjust 5-point safety harness 
with our quick-clip system makes getting your 
child in and out the seat unit simple. 
 
For parents who have an older sibling, the 
Lime’s innovative integrated ride-on board offers 
the perfect solution. It holds up to 20kg and 
avoids the hassle and expense of an additional 
attachment which can get in the way of your 
feet. Suitable for use with the carrycot and the 
seat unit, the built-in ride-on board provides a 
seamless solution for your growing family.





INTEGRATED RIDE-ON BOARD
Ideal for older siblings, the built-in ride-on-
board means the Lime can accommodate a 
second passenger without the need for any 
additional attachments which get in the way 
of your feet.

FUNCTIONALITY FIRST
Functionality comes first with Lime. Large 
capacity basket, one-touch safety harness, 
handy storage pocket and easily adjustable 
leatherette handle make Lime easy to live with.

SAFE SLEEPING
The spacious, fleece-lined carrycot is the 
safest way to transport your newborn.

CLASS-LEADING COMPACT FOLD
Unique Total-Fold system enables pram to 
be folded with the seat unit and bumper bar 
still attached. Quick, easy, and hassle-free 
with our convenient carry-strap.



THE LIME IN DETAIL

• Suitable from birth to 25kg
• Integrated ride-on board for older sibling
• Spacious carrycot luxury fleece lining
• New ‘Total-Fold’ All-In-One system
• Spacious basket holds up to 10kg
• Large seat unit with 3 position recline
• Puncture-proof ERP tyres 
• Leatherette handle and bumper bar
• One-touch 5 point safety harness
• Removable front and rear wheels
• All-round suspension for a smooth ride
• Extendable Canopy with vented panel
• Elevators allow seat & carrycot to be higher
• Complies with AS/NZS2088:2000, 2103  
 and CPN No.8, 2007

CharcoalBlack

What’s in the package?
Chassis with ride-on-board
carrycot fabric, seat unit fabric
carrycot/seat unit frame, canopy,
carrycot apron, liner and mattress,
shopping basket, harness, bumper,
rain-cover, elevators, car seat adaptors
5 year warranty 

WEIGHT
7.7kg (Chassis & wheels) 
3.4kg (seat unit), 4.7kg (carrycot)

DIMENSIONS
Free standing All-In-One Fold
 - 77cm x 61cm x 33cm
Unfolded - 88.5cm x 61cm x 98cm



At iCandy we’ve always been known 
for pushing boundaries in design and 
functionality with our luxury prams. Now 
we’ve applied our experience and in-
depth knowledge to create a truly unique 
high chair. The iCandy MiChair is the first 
of its kind, and has been created to fit 
seamlessly with modern living. Our goal was 
to produce outstanding ergonomics and 
usability whilst simultaneously creating a 
stunning piece of furniture to complement 
every home. In addition to this, we wanted 

to make a high chair that goes beyond just 
being a high chair. That’s why the iCandy 
MiChair transforms into a nursery chair or 
rocking chair once its life as a high chair 
has ended. With the optional Newborn 
Pod, the iCandy MiChair is suitable from 
birth, letting your child be part of meal 
times from their first days. The detachable, 
one-piece tray is made from a single piece 
of material that makes it simple to clean 
and dishwasher safe. 

Comfort Packs are available in assorted colours.



The 3 pillars of the iCandy brand revolve around 
Innovation, Design and Quality. The confidence 
we have in our own products has now allowed us 
to offer a 5 YEAR warranty across our entire range 
of prams and a 10 YEAR warranty on our MiChair.

Each iCandy pram is conceived, crafted, 
engineered and tested far above and beyond the 
necessary standards to ensure that it provides an 
experience unmatched by any other product, and 
now we have introduced the 5 year warranty to 
back this up starting with products purchased 
from the 1st of January 2019.

What’s covered by the warranty? - iCandy will cover 
the hard-good components of a new iCandy pram 
for 60 months from the original date of purchase 
from an authorised iCandy dealer. This includes any 
additional seat units or carrycots if being used in 

Warranty

Complete Peace of Mind for You & Your Family

double/twin mode. Exceptions to this are: The tyres – 
these are covered for 36 months for manufacturing 
faults only / Any fabrics or soft goods including 
handle grips and bumper bar covers - these are 
covered for 24 months for manufacturing faults only 
/ Any accessories such as Cup holders, Adapters, 
clamps, parasols, footmuffs, seat liners, bags, 
flavour packs, duo pods, travel bags and companion 
packs – These are covered for 12 months for 
manufacturing faults only.

The iCandy MiChair will now be offered with a 
staggering 10 year warranty - a testament to the 
design and engineering excellence that have 
become synonymous with our first high chair.

Read our full terms and conditions at
www.icandyworld.com
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For further inquiries, please contact:  Tobil & Co Pty. Ltd.  info@tobil.com.au    +61 3 8555 2431

www.icandyaus.com.au

Best Designer Pram CompanyiCandy Lime - Best Overall Pram iCandy Mi-Chair


